
Directions  Liam wrote this book report for his reading class. It contains 

mistakes. Read the book report and answer Numbers 9 through 16. 

Mattie Miller for Mayor 

1 Mattie Miller for Mayor is the best book I have ever read! Mr. Johnson, the city 

mayor, decides to turn the community playground into a parking lot. Mattie 

Miller, a ten-year-old boy, steps in to help. Mattie runs for mayor so he can save 

the playground. 

2 Some people in the town think a mayor must be more old than Mattie. However, 

nobody can find a rule saying the mayor must be an adult. Mr. Johnson is shocked, 

but Mattie is thrilled. Mattie and his friends try to win everybody’s vote. First, 

they wash the windows for the store owners on Main Street. After that, they help 

people with odd jobs. They plant flowers in the park. The whole town gets to 

know Mattie. Many people agree that the playground should be saved. 

3 On the day of the election, everyone goes to the town square to find out who will 

win.  

Unfortunately, Mattie loses by only one vote! Mattie is confident he will be elected 

mayor. However, Mr. Johnson now understands how important the playground is to 

Mattie and the other kids. Mr. Johnson agrees not to tear it down. Everyone cheers for 

Mattie’s success. 

4 At the end of the book, Mattie is not disappointed about losing the election. The 

mayor will visit Mattie’s school and speak at an assembly. Mattie’s goal was to 

save the playground, and he did. Mr. Johnson shakes Mattie’s hand and thanks 

Mattie for teaching him a valuable lesson.  

  He says Mattie reminded him how important it is to always do the right thing. Mattie 

is proud that he did the right thing too. 

5 I think everyone should read this book. It teaches readers that people can make a 

difference in their own towns. 

9 Read this sentence from Paragraph 2. 

Some people in the town think a mayor must be more old than Mattie. 

What is the correct way to write the underlined words? 

A older 

B oldest 



C most older 

D correct as is 

10 Liam made this chart while planning his book report. 

Title Mattie Miller for Mayor 

Characters Mattie Miller and Mr. Johnson 

Problem  

Solution Mattie helps the city save a special place. 

Which phrase best completes Liam’s chart? 

F Mr. Johnson dislikes the neighborhood playground. 

G Many children are counting on Mattie. 

H Mattie is not old enough to run for mayor. 

 J  Mr. Johnson wants to build a new parking lot. 

11 For which audience is this book report most likely written? 

A city mayors 

B adult voters 

C young children 

D playground workers 

12 Which sentence could best be added to Paragraph 4? 

F Mattie mows the yards of many people in the neighborhood. 

G Mattie made signs to convince people to vote for him. 

H Mr. Johnson has been the city major for three years. 

 J  Everyone will remember what Mattie did for the city. 



13 Read these sentences from Paragraph 3. 

1. On the day of the election, everyone goes to the town square to 

find out who will win. 

2. Unfortunately, Mattie loses by only one vote! 

3. Mattie is confident he will be elected mayor. 

4. However, Mr. Johnson now understands how important the   

 playground is to Mattie and the other kids. 

Which order is best for these sentences? 

A 1, 4, 3, 2 

B 1, 3, 2, 4 

C 2, 1, 3, 4 

D 2, 4, 1, 3 

14 Which sentence would be best to add to the end of Paragraph 1? 

F He wants to save a special place in his hometown. 

G Playgrounds are great places for families to play. 

H Mattie Miller is only in the fourth grade. 

 J  Two policemen say that they will vote for Mattie. 

15 Which sentence from Paragraph 4 is unnecessary and should be deleted? 

A At the end of the book, Mattie is not disappointed about losing the election. 

B The mayor will visit Mattie’s school and speak at an assembly. 

C Mattie’s goal was to save the playground, and he did. 

D Mr. Johnson shakes Mattie’s hand and thanks Mattie for teaching him a 

valuable lesson. 

16 Which title would also be appropriate for this book report? 



F All about Mr. Johnson 

G Ten-Year-Old Boys 

H Making a Difference 

 J  Playgrounds Are Important 


